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THE COMPANY
From the start, Packworld USA has been committed to
redefining conventional Impulse Heat Sealing. Founded
on 30 years of hands-on experience in the packaging
machine design and manufacturing industry, Packworld
USA has quickly become one of the most recognized
brands in today’s medical device, pharmaceutical,
bio-tech, and electronic markets.

Today Packworld USA is a leading machine manufacturer
whose sole mission is to design and engineer precision
controlled, validatable heat sealing equipment. It takes
pride in providing its customers with superior service and
continued excellence in the area of Polymer Heat Sealing
Solutions. From its benchtop models to its floor standing
production machines, all Packworld USA machines are
designed for markets where high quality, repeatability,
and validation are required.

Packworld USA offers a complete line of Variable
Resistance Controlled, heat sealing equipment that
can include vacuum/purge and seal/cut capabilities for
a variety of materials and pouch shapes. Along with its
full line of validatable pouch sealers, Packworld USA also
specializes in designing precision engineered platen press
systems used for the bonding of polymeric materials.
Custom platens with contoured heat sealing elements
are designed to apply heat precisely to the seal area.

THE                ADVANTAGE
What sets Packworld USA apart from all the rest is its
use of the high response, state-of-art, TuOuSuS

Technology– The Optimum Sealing System. All Packworld
USA machines come equipped with the advanced TuOuSuS

heat sealing system. Unlike other heat sealing methods,
only TuOuSuS uses Variable Resistance Controlled impulse
technology to monitor and adjust temperature precisely over
the full length and width of the heat sealing element,
accurately, up to 500oC. With TuOuSuS technology, the
inherent inconsistencies of thermocouple controls are
eliminated and customers are assured of consistent,
repeatable seals from one machine to another as well as
from the first pouch to the last.
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PW3000/3100 SERIES
MEDICAL HEAT SEALERS
Fully Validatable and
perfect for production or
R&D, this heavy duty
sealer has a heat range
up to 500oC. Available
with either 16” or 24” Horizontal or Vertical jaw
bars. The vertical jaw orientation also facilitates the
sealing of fluid filled pouches. Seal temperature and
time are validatable and controlled by an RES-440
Controller with LCD display. Foot pedal operated.
Optional vacuum system.

PW5000 SERIES
MEDICAL HEAT SEALER 
Validatable “Pass-Thru” heat
sealer perfect for large work
pieces or continuous web
sealing. Durable and robust,
this sealer is equipped with high
response, variable resistance
temperature controls assuring

predictable performance and the
ultimate in sealing simplicity. Available in 36”, 48”,
60”, and 72” wide.

PW7000 SERIES
MEDICAL HEAT SEALER 
Validatable and all electric,
a cost-effective sealer ideal
for general purpose use.
This 115 VAC, 10 Amp,
electric sealer is easily
relocated to anywhere in
your facility, just plug it in
and go. Equipped with
a high response, temperature
controller capable of 500oC and an unobstructed
stainless steel top that allows for easy cleaning.
Optional Knife-Cut and Work Table.

PW4000/4400 SERIES
MEDICAL HEAT SEALER
Validatable and “Clean Room” ready, this precision
heat sealer conceals all moving parts inside an all

stainless steel housing. Equipped
with 24”pneumatically driven
jaw bars coupled with high
response temperature controls
assures consistent, repeatable
seals. Available as a tabletop
unit, wall mount, or on an
adjustable stand. Also available
with optional vacuum system.

PW2000 SERIES MEDICAL
BENCHTOP PRESS SYSTEM
Validatable, convenient heat sealing
system for plastics and
sealable composites.
Used for low volume
convenience
packaging or as a
development laboratory
tool. Each system is composed of a rugged
heatseal press and heatseal control module. The
system offers both safety and validatable precision
control of time, temperature, and pressure of the
sealing cycle.

MINIRO H SERIES MEDICAL
ROTARY HEAT SEALER 
Validatable, continuous

feeding, heat sealer for
medical pouches.
Constant heat with

precise temperature control,
direct contact heat transfer and

roller pressure system. All electric, 115
VAC and speeds of 30 feet per minute.

Available with programmable dot matrix printers to
add production dates and lot numbers. Slip table or
roller table.
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